បុរសលក់លា
កាលពីព្រពងនាយ
មានបុរសមក់ចិញ្ចឹមកូនលាមួយកាល លុុះកូនលាចព្រមើនវ័យធំលមមព្
បុរសព្នាុះក៏បបួលកូនកំព្លាុះនាំលាយកព្ុឈួស។
ព្ោយមានគំនិតថា
〈〈ទរមាំតតដឹកនាំព្ុឈួសទូរសុកកំពង់តដលមានព្គរតូវការទិញ
ព្នាុះលាព្យើងមុខតតចុុះសគម
លក់នឹងបានថ្លៃតិចមិនខាន
dូព្ចាុះមានតតព្យើងគិតតសងវាព្ុឈួសកុំឱ្យវាព្ដើរតរកងសគម
t高水平，极有把握。
</〉
បុរសព្នាុះលាព្យើងទំងបួន យកព្ើតវងស៊កជាតសាង
នាំគ្នាតសងចាកព្ចញពីរគឹុឈួសស្ថាន។
ពួកអ្ាករសុកបានព្ើញបុរសទំងពីរតសងលាដូព្ចាាុះ
ក៏នាំគ្នាព្សើចកងរំពង
tែងកបកចន្លោះ
〈〈លាជាសតវពា
នៈព្គតតង
ិុះបរវា
មិនតដលមាននរណាព្គព្ុឈួសតសងវាញូកដូចរូកដូចកាាន់ព្នាុះព្ទ
〉
បុរសកូនឮពាកយព្គដូព្ចាាុះ
ក៏ចុុះពីព្លើខាងលា ឱ្យពុកព្ើង ិុះមាង។
មួយរយៈព្រកាយមក បុរសទំងពីរក៏មកព្ពើបរទុះនឹងនារីមួយរកុម
នាំគ្នាព្ៅដងទឹក។
ពួកស្រសាីទំងព្នាុះបានព្ើញកំព្លាុះរូបលអព្ដើរមុខលា
ក៏នាំគ្នាព្ស្ថុះ
〈〈ព្មើលអាកំព្លាុះព្នាុះជាមនុសសរមិល
គុ បិតា
គួរឬ
ខៃួនជាកូនតបរ
ិុះលាព្ធវើ
រពព្ងើយ
ឱ្យ
ពុកព្រើស
រតុកៗតាមព្រកាយដូចខ្ុំកំដរ
〉
បុរសកូនឮពាកយព្គដូព្ចាាុះ
ក៏ចុុះពីព្លើខាងលា ឱ្យពុកព្ ើង ិុះមាង។
មួយរយៈព្រកាយមក បុរសទំងពីរក៏មកព្ពើប
របទុះនឹងនារីមួយរកុម
នាំគ្នាព្ៅដងទឹក។
ពួកស្រសាីទំងព្នាុះបានព្ ើញកំព្លាុះ
The Man, the Boy and the Donkey

Once a man and his son were walking to the market with their donkey. A countryman noticed that the donkey was walking alongside them and laughed, "You fools, what is a donkey for but to ride upon?!"

So the man decided to put his son on the donkey and they went on their way. A little while later they passed a group of men. One of them said, "See that lazy youngster, he lets his father walk while he rides."

The man then ordered the boy to get off, and got on himself. But they hadn't gone far when they passed two women. One of them said to the other, "Shame on that lazy lout to let his poor little son trudge along."

The man didn't know what to do at first. He thought and thought and finally decided to put his son up in front of him on the donkey.

Soon they reached the town. There too the passers-by began to jeer and point at them. The man stopped and asked them what they were scoffing at. The people said, "Aren't you ashamed of yourself for overloading that poor donkey?"

The man and the boy got off. They had to think of what to do all over again. At last they had an idea. They took a long pole and tied the donkey's feet to it. Then they raised the pole to their shoulders and carried the donkey upside down.

They went along amid the laughter of all who met them till they came to the market bridge. The donkey accidentally got one of his feet loose and kicking out, caused the boy to drop his end of the pole.

In the struggle that followed, the poor donkey, with his forelegs tied together, fell over the bridge and drowned.

Moral

When you try to please everybody, you won't please anybody.